LiveLee analysis of traffic data
From the data collected by London Borough of Lewisham as part of their borough-wide survey to show the
effectiveness of 20mph speed limits introduced on all Lewisham roads. The data also showed the number
of vehicles passing each selected site in 15 minute intervals.
The data were collected in early June 2017 (10th – 18th). As there was very good weather that week (the
average daily temperature was 22°C, the high was 28°C and there was no rain) it is likely that slightly fewer
than normal numbers of vehicles were on the roads – with the main roads being less busy satnavs using
live traffic data would have sent fewer vehicles through the rat runs.
We have used the 15 minute intervals to calculate an hourly average number of vehicles passing each
point as this is the usual method of expressing traffic volumes. We have also combined the Cambridge
Drive northbound data with the Upwood Road westbound data to give an indication of the number of
vehicles that are likely to be travelling westbound along Upwood Road between Horn Park Lane and
Cambridge Drive. This is the significant pinch-point at which cars and vans pass through during the
morning peak period.
The data collected by London Borough of Lewisham confirms traffic survey data collected by LiveLee. It
shows that during the busiest part of the day 636 cars and vans an hour pass along Upwood Road in a
westbound direction.
It is interesting to note that during that same busiest hour an average of only 35 vehicles were able to go
against the flow of peak-hours traffic (ie eastbound). This will bear out the data below regarding the
proportion of vehicles that are likely to be driven by residents.

In order to calculate the the overall numbers of vehicles that are rat running it is possible to compare a
‘control’ street with the streets that are part of the rat run. The council collected data from Leyland Road
(the southbound only section between Dorville Road and Upwood Road). This street is rarely used as a rat
run but does have commuter parking – this allows for a good comparison with neighbouring streets.
Over the five weekdays of the data collection a total of 1,632 vehicles used that part of Leyland Road
compared with 8,280 for Cambridge Drive, 16,766 for Dorville Road and 17,109 for Upwood Road (some
vehicles will have been counted twice).
This indicates that up to 89.5% of vehicles using Upwood Road are rat running and not likely to be
visiting residential or business premises in the network of streets in the LiveLee area.
These data can also be used to give some idea about the number of vehicles that are using the roads to the
west of Burnt Ash Road for westbound journeys instead of the main roads. A high proportion of the
westbound vehicles counted in Dorville Road and Upwood Road will have crossed Burnt Ash Road and
turned into Holme Lacey, Southbrook, Micheldever and Handen roads. A daily average of 3,493 vehicles
was counted. We can see that on each weekday, perhaps, an extra 3,000 vehicles are using the network
of streets to the west of Burnt Ash Road for westbound journeys (allowing for 14% of drivers being either
local or continuing their journeys along Burnt Ash Road and Burnt Ash Hill).

